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The individual you. ‘Who I am?’ ’Who are you?’ ‘ Who are you?’ questions that are commonly 

asked on a day to day basis throughout lives throughout the world, throughout time –seconds, 

minutes, hours, days to decades into centuries.  Many connect ourselves with the emotional 

state we concurrent currently are experiencing while viewing in a mirror complex and mirror 

complexion... 

A vision presented before each individual on a view from a flat piece of glass that is coated with 

a chemical product. It is a visual reflection of perfection and non-perfection.  A mirror’s complex 

(psychological) and or mirror’s complexion (skin, face, the body of the humanistic body form) of 

the visual you-you see and don’t see;  it is a reflection of your perfected complexion to show the 

image of God’s finger prints- the biological, natural, visual humanistic form.  From the sperm 

and egg combined DNA to form the zygotes that transitions itself metamorphic to become the 

fetus transitioning to the completely put together form and shape that enters the birth canal to 

the opening pathway door to the humanistic societal world – presented as baby born – the 

beautiful butterfly enters the world (metaphoric).The butterfly’s (baby of human form) outside 

silkened to a delicate softness to touch that extends into the inner qualities.  

Qualities are representation of thought’s  that display upon the surface in expressions and  

reactions- the emotional individual state calm, peace, happiness, anger etc include the 

concurrent current emotional state.  Your metamorphic phase may come again at another 

noticeable stage/advancement/growth during the 11th or 12th years of life to transition you into 

an adult world as the youthful young adult as the reflection of your complexion of perfection 

visual you. Simultaneously, concurrent current moment in the current .physical growth the 

mirror’s complex appears in an advancement of emotional levels and stages within each 

individual.  

 Additional questions arise again from ‘Who I am?’ ‘Who are you?’ to ‘Who you are?’ as 

individual you look upon the chemically painted piece of glass that reflects you.  Personality, the 

inner you exposed displayed, pampered at times shown upon your face also visually shown in 

the body expressions.  Expressions take on a serious depth to ad version, avoidance and 

intake/advancement of certain/solid but an attraction propelling guidance innate to all; guidance 

sought and not; then supplied at both and not. Education, hormonal changes advances the 

personality.  It strengthens behavior negative or positive depending on choices also made.  

The choice or many choices used as directives for a pathway. Directives (pointing) as in an 

understanding of a certain direction/pathway taken or to take. A pathway chosen or many 

pathways chosen simultaneously /concurrent to current to be thought of to find an 

outcome/result for a positive or negative situation-the solution to a problem or a future event that 

may or may not have a solution.  Choices made may foresee/look forward to positive or 

negative outcome/future/result.  Choices in a selection(s) of thought as a process.  Picking of 

the right choice/pathway surmises (total summary or summarizes) the results. Results could be 

described as altering an individual’s life that include relationships (friends, family, romantic, 

extended to relation in the area of education and educational choices).  All choices that lead to 

an individual’s life and life style are all in relation to relationships that depend/and inter relate 
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with another individual(s). In addition, to individual to individual, all inter related though absent of 

in relation Not all individual to individual is a visual presentation representation within the same 

spacial existence of time- noted in historical documents from fiction to fact have influence or 

representation of possible pathways.  Yet, to explore within an altered spacial existence of time- 

a futuristic path never taken; thought of; due to an inclusive (all) and exclusive (one) outcome(s) 

of thought pattern or process – no answer or not knowing if it would be beneficial or detrimental.  

All directional thinking for a solution that may or may not include all directions to give an 

alternative ultimate answer either positive or negative or a neutral standing possible neither right 

or wrong. Those pathways to lead to a direction that either may run to pull/press/forward or 

back/an individual to spacial existence either desirable or not, a circle and not a circle of life i.e. 

in the famous Disney Lion King – predator vs. non predator that includes a food chain that 

applies in circular shape. The pathway that does not turn into a circular shape i.e. the predator 

is friends with a considerable amount of predators that consider them as a food source.  The 

pathway that does not turn into a circular directive shape to maintain a course of a new line of 

thought in NO directional pattern- No circle, - only a straight line focused on a goal of an 

outcome yet to be achieved-maintained at a pinnacle point (and for what length of time?) – a 

directional pattern that may deviate in a direction that has not been pathed – a slight to forward 

zig zag, diagonal, etc outcome depending upon facts, factors of one, none, all or NEW. 

Choices/pathways in a positive directional outcome are inter related at any stage of spacial 

existence of time in the very beginning to the pathway that finally achieves the total 

accomplishment of a goal achieved i.e. the inch worm in takes in taking the one inch walk every 

step it takes’(clique). Questioning thought of a mirrored self to questioning thoughts of written 

documented paths (history) in conjunction with an opposition to apply only the conjunction with  

spacial directives may be over looked in obvious comment of slight passing that may have been 

applicable for the altering of an outcome achieved. – a missed looked/over looked/looked-over 

component in direct relation for a better/enhanced/complete/advancement to achieve a better 

outcome/result/pathway- all apply are applicable to the mirrored you – both the complex and 

complexion.  Both the mirrored complexion and complex so visual to the individual as to oneself 

and to those that the individual associate in a spacial existence concurrent of related spacial 

time – all inter relate family, friends, co-worker, societal and non passing. Questioning the 

question and application applied to circumstances that occur, may occur, and should not occur 

in life. -asking oneself to apply a formal thought of application. 

The mirrored complexion and complex of the individual takes on the personality traits. Traits 

learned (hands-on) and read in typed written pages upon paper page/chalk board, eraser 

board/computer/internet etc. and thought to be presented by word of mouth from additional 

sources of individuals, animal, bird and atmosphere – a nature to nature return or exchange(s) 

determined by the educated, educational historical concurrent to current 

event/counsel/meeting/conference outcome.  It is a need for an 

answer/diagnosis/remedy/solution that is not always applicable; a genuine/realistic emotional 

mirrored behavior – mirrored – duplicate or resemblance in search for an achieved behavior that 

may already exist within innate or may not already exist.  Innate behavior present within 
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humanistic body physical in appearance that take on society of the mirror complexion and what 

you see in fashion, car – historical theme, era of the 50’s; sock hop, jelled back hair, leather 

jackets, songs, etc. taught/learned/acquired ethical and moralist behavior. The guidelines to 

understand the right and wrong of good judgment that is the beginning/start line for the 

executed/transitioned path chosen for oneself.  Questions arise as choices/pathways/the 

directional directions outside the caregiver/parent/family/gov’t societal basis or basic 

understanding(s) of moral and ethical guidelines established by the governing environmental 

society of host is dependent on the laws that may transition or do not transition into a common 

area of law- local/national/country of origin base; including history.  The parallel dynamics are 

questioned heavily and lightly due to concurrent current history in relation to past combined with 

other time(s) –events/day/etc or combined with host in another countries values, laws, and 

guidelines that filter/funnel/take apart/ selectively chosen into another or are 

deleted/diminished/cross-referenced and then analyzed.    

The individual you (as metamorphic or the comparative to baby born of humanistic form) 

process of DNA aging is as for a belief God’s finger prints on the outside along with individual(s) 

other than you see you as you.  The inside of belief (psychological) from God that the thought 

process be viewed as a gift. Morals and Ethics of free will given from the deity above to 

maintain/replenish/take care of/ the transition of a final metamorphic stage for the preparation 

for death.  The evaluation of one individual self from vantage point of an outside view as a look 

from another individual(s) of NOT oneself angle/perspective on one as another with full 

knowledge of oneself in a vision of/with held of oneself to another ‘How you look(ed) at yourself ‘ 

in accomplishments/failure/lifestyle/health that include ‘what is important (care of)’ and “who is 

important (care of)’.  All accomplishments viewed of external in relative value, personal 

holdings/finances comparative to the emotional state of you- you the only person with you the 

view full view/perspective including the refined original that cannot be duplicated in God’s hands 

though time age and foreseen and all foreseen circumstances happen through a Life. 

Ethical and morals are oneself (individual) own self judgment result in any choice/selection/ 

executed/applied whether belief or non applied to everything in thought process of oneself 

(individual) analysis vs. individual (s) analysis i.e. the individual comparative to oneself (self vs. 

self) though society may mandate a follow through with a different view and result(s) end to 

being ethical and moral of oneself/the individual application applied to self (individual of one) vs. 

society.  

All accomplishments viewed of external in relative comparison to internal/psychological viewed 

as a value, i.e. personal holdings/finances applied in result of education. This is the Value of the 

irreplaceable/non replaceable one of individual original of DNA form self – YOU!  

The individual the mirror’s complex that includes the mirror’s complexion combined is the total 

unique individual- God (a belief) created along with the DNA of scientific view.  You the 

individual know oneself better than any outside individual(s) in truth/fact/neutral/fiction/false – 

you as the individual of full view in mirror complexion and mirror complex. The question and 

answer is closely in relation- a combined relation i.e. hand shake, a joint venture.  You are both 
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the question(s) and the answer(s) ‘Who I am?’ ‘ Who are you?’ ‘ And Who am I?’ – only defined 

by yourself when the questions are asked for the individual YOU! 

 


